The
stage
is set
An overview of the largest
independent fund service platform
in the German-speaking region
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A whole world
of fund services

Interactions in the
life cycle of a fund

As the leading fund service platform, we set the stage for
customers and their funds to shine. To do this, we cover the entire
spectrum of fund services and can take on lots of other valuable
tasks in addition to the complete fund administration – allowing
fund initiators to concentrate on their core competencies.
We offer fund services to meet every individual need our
customers have: From looking for the right vehicle to put the fund
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concept into action, to launch and administration, plus additional
Front Office services and support in marketing and sales.

Front Office

Fund initiators can benefit from a diverse team of specialists from a
wide range of fields. We also have experts who specialise in areas
like tax and legal to support you through regulatory challenges.
We were founded in 1968 and have been a pioneer in the white
label funds sector ever since. We now support a total of more than
1,800 funds and structures with a volume of around €670 billion
(1) and have developed into the largest independent fund service
platform in the German-speaking region in recent years.
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What differentiates us from other fund service platforms? We have
always been independent, stand for a high degree of transparency,
credibility and competence, and focus exclusively on our
customers’ needs.

Fund Launch

Distribution
Network Services

This special issue is intended to give you an insight into the
world of Universal-Investment fund services. We see ourselves
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as a partner to fund initiators and look forward to a personal
exchange on how we can contribute to your success. You bring the
investment idea, we’ll take care of the rest.

Katja Müller
Chief Customer Officer
Universal-Investment

1

Content

The stage is set for your funds.
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Marketing
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Moving with the times
We have been experts in the launch and administration of white label funds for
more than 50 years. During this time our fund services have always kept pace
with the requirements of our customers. By drawing on this experience we can
provide fund initiators with comprehensive advice and significant added value
over the entire life cycle of white label funds.
What differentiates us from other fund service platforms? Instead of launching
our own products, we concentrate exclusively on the needs of our clients.
We have always been independent and are a byword for a high level of
transparency, reliability and expertise.
Our range of services extends far beyond the administration of white label
funds. We support customers with effective tools and solutions in the field of
front-office infrastructure, assume the middle office function if requested and
offer comprehensive reporting facilities to our fund initiators.
We also support our customers with their marketing and distribution efforts.
For example, we are leaders in the area of international fund registration
services, and take care of all mandatory administrative and organisational
requirements related to the approval of funds – wherever they need to be
registered.
From Frankfurt am Main, Luxembourg and Ireland, we work with around 400
asset managers and more than 30 depositories worldwide – something that is,
to date, unique in this form.

We have always been independent
and are a byword for a high
level of transparency, reliability
and expertise.

UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT

Raise
the
curtain
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1.

FRONT OFFICE
INFRASTRUCTURE

Universal-Investment works hand in hand with data specialists to
provide fund initiators with the best possible support for front office
infrastructure right from the start. With UI labs, the UI Advisory Portal
and the cooperation with the Baader Research Platform, clients have
the ability to configure their portfolio management or submit their
investment recommendations simply and efficiently without having
to invest in expensive and high-maintenance IT infrastructures.

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM
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UI labs
■ UI labs provides a pre-configured, cost and time-saving software as a
service solution based on SimCorp Dimension. This can be customised
to meet the needs of asset and wealth managers and can even be
modified to match the corporate design.

■ With this highly efficient, extremely powerful platform operating in
the background, users can concentrate on their core skills: portfolio
management.

■ UI labs’ neutral infrastructure is available to customers in any country

2.
MIDDLE
OFFICE
A steadily increasing
number of trades
and the regulatory
complexity of securities
trading represent
challenges to fund
initiators which
Universal-Investment
can alleviate through
their cost-efficient and
rapid assumption of the
middle office function.

and independently of specific management companies and custodians,
thus achieving maximum flexibility.

PAGE

UI Advisory
Portal
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■ The UI Advisory Portal is

PAGE

Cooperation with
Baader Research
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■ Universal-Investment

■ Standardised

aimed at fund initiators

customers can benefit from

operation

and asset managers in the

the cooperation with Baader

of broker

advisory set-up. It enables

Research. Baader’s information

matching; from

investment recommendations

platform gives users access

the instruction

to be submitted to Universal-

to equity and ESG research

to settlement –

Investment quickly and easily.

for more than 600 European

covering all asset

■ Fund advisors have a complete
overview of the status of their

stocks.

■ Macro and strategy analyses

classes.

■ Furnishing

investment recommendations

as well as specialist

collateral when

at all times.

information on listed index

trading OTC

funds (ETFs) and Baader

derivatives.

Research recommendations
complete the service.
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Handling of
securities
orders and
collateral
management

Interactions i
life cycle
3.

4.

PAGE
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FUND VEHICLES

ADMINISTRATION

Universal-Investment is the market leader
in the areas of master KVG and white
label funds.

Universal-Investment offers the full range of fund accounting
services including the monitoring of investment limits and guidelines,
NAV calculations, withholding tax and class action services.

Wide range of services

Fund launch and maintenance

■ As an independent fund service

■ Specialised on-boarding team for efficient fund launch and fund transfer

platform, Universal-Investment is
working hand in hand with fund
initiators to choose the best legal form
for white label funds.

■ In Germany, Luxembourg, and Ireland,
fund vehicles can be constructed
across the entire spectrum – even
complex investment strategies.

AIFM and ManCo
■ The PwC ManCo Barometer 2020 ranks
Universal-Investment Luxembourg S.A.
as the best AIFM ManCo and as the
number 2 of the Third Party ManCos.

projects.

■ Coverage of the entire range of German, Luxembourg and Irish fund vehicles.
■ Creation and content maintenance of the entire fund documentation, for
example prospectuses, annual/interim reports and KIIDs.

■ Fast, reliable and flexible coordination and documentation of even complex
fund structures and processes.

■ Over 400 asset managers and 35 leading depositaries in different parts of the
world are already connected.

in the
of a fund
The Universal-Investment Group is one of the leading
fund service platforms in Europe. The company
offers comprehensive solutions for asset managers,
fund initiators and institutional investors.

5.

Customised reporting

DATA MANAGEMENT
AND REPORTING

Universal-Investment provides comprehensive reporting documents that meet
regulatory requirements for all asset classes and vehicles, including direct
investments. The company’s own reporting tool ‘PowerPortal’ enables fund
initiators to access customisable reports and ad hoc analyses, and also offers
add-ons for classic customer reporting.

■ ESG reporting: reports on the
sustainability of investments and their
carbon footprint.

■ Performance Analysis+: The extensive
assessments can be used for the
valuation and management of
portfolios. It can also illustrate the
reasons for performance trends.

■ Risk analysis+: Flexible stress-test
facilities are included to measure how
portfolios react to extreme market
changes.

Regulatory reporting

Client reporting

■ Evaluations for the annual financial

■ Documentation for investor meetings.
■ Standard reports updated daily.
■ Ad hoc evaluations, for example on

statements in accordance with the
German Commercial Code (HGB)

Factsheets
■ Universal-Investment provides a

and International Financial Reporting

allocations with drill-down, bond

standardised factsheet for white label

Standards (IFRS).

maturity structures, performance and

funds approved for distribution. The

income and expenditure statements.

documents are published on the ‘fund

■ Regulatory reports in accordance with
insurance and banking supervision
law and other statutory reporting
requirements.

finder’ on the Universal-Investment
corporate website.

■ A wide range of specialised serviceproviders is available for further
customisation.

UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT

6.

MARKETING AND
DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK SERVICES
PAGE
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Distribution Network Services
■ The services include commission management and
international fund registration services (IFRS).

■ The Commission Management team ensures that white
label funds are tradable with banks and platforms and also
drafts and distributes trailer fees. Customers also receive a

public distribution worldwide and monitors regulatory

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

complete reporting.

■ The IFRS team coordinates the approval process for

Services for fund partners
do not end with the launch
or administration of funds.
Universal-Investment also
offers support for fund
marketing as well as services
to assist the sales activities of
fund initiators. Collaboration
with skilled and experienced
partners completes the range
of services.

requirements of the target countries.

PAGE

Fund marketing
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■ Universal-Investment offers a variety of marketing

PAGE

activities aimed at promoting fund partners and their
white label funds. These range from media cooperations
to the planning and execution of webinars or roadshows.
Our marketing experts are also happy to act as ‘sparring
partners’ for the development of clients’ own marketing
strategies.

■ CAPinside, the fastest-growing online community in the
German-speaking region for the exchange of information
on investment funds, is now part of the UI family.

FUND
DISTRIBUTION

CAPinside offers a wide range of marketing options for
asset managers and links them to their target groups.

PAGE

Cooperation with Scope Analysis

7.
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■ The exclusive cooperation between Universal-Investment
and Scope Analysis enables customers to access
customised advisory services as well as standardised

■ Universal-Investment supports selected
fund partners within their sales
activities. Fund initiators can therefore
also benefit from the proficient network
of the fund service platform.

■ Organising roadshows, events and

analyses for the assessment of investment concepts even

mailings as well as the provision of

before the launch of the fund.

special sales documents also form part

■ Fund initiators can use the services of Scope Analysis to

of our services.

amplify their own marketing and sales activities.
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Increased efficiency
for asset managers
using UI labs
FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

A

s a specialist IT software

portfolio management system, it also

the information they want from the UI

services provider that

significantly cuts down on time and effort.

labs Data Warehouse quickly and easily.

offers front office solutions

UI labs takes care of commissioning, time-

There’s also the option of visualising

and products for data

consuming servicing and maintenance

documents in your own Corporate

harmonisation, data management and

jobs, and regular updates in accordance

Design.

customised data output, UI labs is one

with the latest regulatory guidelines and

of the leading software and consultancy

user requirements.

groups in the industry.
Co-Founder and CEO of UI labs,

an IT service provider cultivated within
DATA MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING

the investment company Lupus alpha,

Matthias Biedenkapp, emphasises: “We

“flowsuite” from UI labs is a pre-

UI labs is very familiar with the legal

are currently the only independent IT

configured Front Office solution that also

and administrative challenges portfolio

service provider that hosts a SimCorp

enables portfolio managers to manage

managers face and therefore approaches

Dimension-based Front Office solution as

their portfolios themselves, conduct

them with the same mindset.

‘Software as a Service’.”

simulations and set investment limits.

“Implementing SimCorp Dimension

Additional support for the management

Fund initiators who haven’t issued
funds with Universal-Investment can still

software is usually very expensive,”

benefit from the work UI labs does: as a

says Biedenkapp. “Asset managers, in

neutral platform, it is available to all asset

particular, are often put off by such large

managers – irrespective of their KVGs or

investments, but at the end of the day

custodians.

they need a high-performance system.

“We work with a number of different

Using our transparent pricing model, we

custodians and KVGs and will connect

can give an asset manager with three

any other service provider. We currently

portfolio managers the exact same

have 14 KVGs from the German-speaking

level of access to our highly specialised

market on board,” says Biedenkapp.

software as an asset manager with 20 or

“We create a so-called Private Data

30 portfolio managers.”

Warehouse for every customer to

“With UI labs, even smaller companies

synchronise all their information quickly

have the ability to manage their portfolio

Matthias Biedenkapp, Co-Founder and

and easily. This makes connecting new

as efficiently and professionally as larger

CEO of UI labs

partners or funds to the technology very

asset managers,” adds Biedenkapp.

quick and very efficient.”

“It doesn’t matter which structure the

process comes from a Risk Management

fund has either – UI labs is available to

module.

everyone.”
There are many different ways
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UI labs has been part of the UniversalInvestment Group since 2019. Originally

UI labs’ flexible reporting services

UI labs lets asset managers
concentrate on their core competence:
effective portfolio management. “We give

can be tailored to a portfolio manager’s

them all the tools they need to do this.

customers can benefit from UI labs. The

individual needs and offer Performance

Customers can use our pre-configured

highly specialised SaaS provider not only

and Risk Reports, Fund Fact Sheets,

system without having to worry about

saves users from having to set up their

Regulatory Reports, Key Investor

looking after technical software

own internal IT structure and implement

Information Documents (KIIDs) and more.

maintenance themselves,” emphasises

an expensive, internal, state-of-the-art

Users have the functionality to extract

Biedenkapp. ■
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UI Advisory
Portal gets shiny
new facelift
for investment
recommendations,

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

W

ith the new tool

Universal-Investment is

once more highlighting how important it is
to offer customers the ability to collaborate
in an advisory model and provides
investment advisors with a modern and
intuitive solution.
Whilst UI labs is predominantly
aimed at asset managers who conduct
orders themselves, independently, the
UI Advisory Portal is a digital platform
for the transmission of investment

Markus Pfaff, Director of Order Management

recommendations.
A simple full-text search function
allows users to access the entire data
universe. Block orders can also be

time exactly where his investment

the customer will receive a corresponding

recommendation is.”

Execution Notice.”

The UI Advisory Portal is a new and

“With the UI Advisory Portal, we

processed as required. Once the fund

improved version of Sirius, Universal-

can offer customers a completely new

advisor has transmitted his investment

Investment’s previous application for

information flow,” adds Pfaff. “Before, the

recommendation, Universal-Investment

submitting investment recommendations.

order was confirmed but it wasn’t clear

takes care of reviewing investment limits

Director of Order Management, Markus

which stage of the handling process it

and executing the orders.

Pfaff, emphasises that the benefits this

was currently in. That’s all changed. Now,

new-and-improved version has over its

our customers get complete transparency

predecessor are enormous.

throughout the process.”

Once placed, orders are forwarded to
the Order Management System where
they go through all necessary verification
checks and processes.
As a native cloud solution, the UI

“There are essentially three main

The third aspect which, according to

aspects. On the one hand, there’s the look

Pfaff, will help to significantly improve

and feel that is significantly more appealing

Universal-Investment’s advisory services, is

Advisory Portal slots into Universal-

than it used to be – more modern, more

the ability to delete and retroactively amend

Investment’s existing authentication and

intuitive and visually much more geared

the limit, amount and validity of investment

authorisation infrastructure seamlessly,

towards an app layout. That obviously

recommendations that have already been

offering customers the best possible user

makes it a whole lot easier for our customers

issued. “This makes handling the order

experience. All users need to access

to use.” Users can also follow the life cycle

book significantly more efficient,” says Pfaff.

the tool is an up-to-date browser and a

of their orders. “The advisor knows at any

working internet connection.

point in time exactly where his investment

new UI Advisory Portal started in March

The gradual transition from Sirius to the

recommendation is,” explains Pfaff. “Has it

this year and is expected to be completed

FUNCTIONAL, TRANSPARENT,

been received? Is it being processed? Has

in June, at which point it will be available

INTERACTIVE

it already been placed on the market? Or

to all Universal-Investment Advisory

„The advisor knows at any point in

has it already been executed? If it has, then

customers. ■
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Strong
partnerships
for strong
performances
10
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Exclusive collaborations with Scope Analysis
and Baader Research offer UniversalInvestment Clients the opportunity to always
get the best out of their funds.

SCOPE ANALYSIS
Universal-Investment has established

estimate potential turnover

■ Scope Fund Rating: Quantitative

first happy customers to benefit from this
partnership.

an exclusive partnership with Scope

and qualitative analysis of fund

Analysis. Now investment managers, asset

management quality in terms of

analysis of our company and of our Lloyd

managers and investment boutiques can

performance and risk criteria to

Fonds – European Hidden Champions

benefit from individual advisory services

determine product quality compared to

represents valuable feedback on our

and standardised analyses to assess

peer group

investment approach and an effective tool

Scope’s analyses are based on over 20

■ Scope Investment Team Rating:

for supporting our sales and marketing

Objective analysis and qualitative

activities,” says Michael Schmidt, CIO of

years of experience evaluating over 6,500

assessment of the investment team

Lloyd Fonds AG. The mutual fund received

investment funds and asset managers.

(regardless of vehicle) to help with

a B Rating from Scope Analysis, putting it in

This means they offer valuable guidance

market positioning and positioning

the Top Funds group.

for investments when it comes to selecting

of pre-due-diligence institutional

funds and managers.
By collaborating with Scope Analysis,

investors

■ Fund monitoring: Reporting module for

BAADER RESEARCH
Using the interactive Baader Research

Universal-Investment fund partners have

funds with a qualitative rating, plus an

platform, fund initiators or portfolio

the opportunity to put their investment

explanation of the growth of the fund

managers can prepare their research

concept through its paces before they

and the market (e.g. rating upgrades/

materials, adjust valuation models and

launch their fund. Scope Analysis provides

downgrades etc.) over the life of the fund

compare company performance and

objective quantitative and qualitative
evaluations and helps you indirectly with
marketing and selling your white label funds.

valuation models daily however they
Scope Analysis also offers access
to management interviews, feedback

please.
Baader Bank’s research platform

sessions, presentations and analyst

combines equity, ETF and ESG research

according to their needs and select

conference calls. Reports are available in

with strategy and macro research, plus

the modules that suit them the best.

several different languages to help with

top picks from its experienced analysts.

The service offering has the following

international marketing. Users also have

In total, Baader Research offers access to

components:

the option of engaging a Scope Analysis

more than 600 European titles from 30

Senior Analyst for in-person presentations

sectors.

Customers can combine the services

■ Peer-group analysis: Analysing
fund concepts to support sales
and marketing, improve product
understanding and awareness, and

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

investment before the launch of their fund.

“Scope’s professional in-depth

or client meetings.
Investment manager and active asset
manager, Lloyd Fonds, was one of the

As a result, some 150 companies and
more than nine sectors are covered, with
a focus on the DACH region (Germany,
Austria, Switzerland). The multiple

“Scope‘s professional in-depth analysis of our

company and of Lloyd Fonds – European Hidden
Champions represents valuable feedback on our
investment approach and an effective tool for

supporting our sales and marketing activities.”

award-winning Baader Europe Research
Team, made up of 43 senior analysts and
equity strategists, applies a fundamental,
technical and quantitative top-down
approach to define index targets, macroissues, sector trends and economic
scenarios.
The Baader research platform combines
an incomparable wealth of data with years

Michael Schmidt,

of know-how from sector analysts who

CIO of Lloyd Fonds AG

regularly prepare recommendations at an
individual title level. ■
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„When executing fund
projects for our customers,
we manage all our
processes according to a
tried and tested script.”
12
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Marcus Kuntz, Dirk Grosshans
and Robert Bluhm are always up
to date when it comes to the latest
developments on the fund markets.

BUT THAT’S JUST THE TIP OF THE

specialists, they know what

ICEBERG, ISN’T IT?

drives asset managers and

KUNTZ: It’s just the beginning, yes.

fund initiators and how best to

We offer a range of services that

get their products onto the market. In this

go far beyond simply providing an

interview, Marcus Kuntz, Dirk Grosshans

operational and legal fund infrastructure.

and Robert Bluhm explain how to launch

For example, we also offer sales and

funds successfully, which role the On-

marketing support, which can be a huge

Boarding Manager plays and why it pays

help to fund initiators who need it.

to be picky.

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

A

s experienced fund service

It’s our extensive experience that
customers really benefit from here. We’ve

WHAT DOES A FUND INITIATOR HAVE

been working in and shaping the white

TO THINK ABOUT WHEN IT COMES

label funds sector for over 50 years

TO LAUNCHING A FUND?

now. We’ve been managing some of our

DIRK GROSSHANS: The customers have

customers since the very early days of

to have a good fund strategy and should

the white label business, back in the ‘70s.

come with expertise in the relevant asset

We’ve already helped hundreds of fund

class. Ideally, they should also have a

initiators with their fund projects so we

conceptual idea of how they intend to

know exactly what it takes.

market their product. We take care of
everything that comes after that. We’re

IN OTHER WORDS, YOU’RE A ONE-

more than just a service provider for

STOP SHOP FOR FUND INITIATORS.

our customers, we’re a partner – and as

ROBERT BLUHM: Exactly. We offer

such we are by their side so they can

all of our services on a single platform

implement their strategies.

and we’re also capable of engaging

MARCUS KUNTZ: Fund servicing is

additional partners who are important

what we do. Fund initiators can and

for the composition of the fund. These

should focus entirely on optimising

include custodians and brokers etc., or

their investment strategy, whilst we

even transfer agents if we’re talking about

look after the whole legal and technical

Luxembourg funds. These are all issues

infrastructure of the fund. That’s why,

that a fund initiator, whose main concern

at a first meeting with the customer, we

is the investment concept, shouldn’t be

set out concrete goals and then define

thinking about at all and it’s these issues we

the next steps together. This includes

take care of for them. It all starts with the

things like getting sales approvals for

technical fund launch and can stretch all the

different countries and connecting with

way to marketing in all its various guises.

the appropriate fund platforms to ensure

When executing fund projects for our

that the relevant target group can

customers, we manage all our processes

actually acquire the funds.

according to a tried and tested script.
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KUNTZ: It’s about having a disciplined and
well-coordinated process that stretches
from that very first consultation to longterm customer care down the line.
The UI fund specialists set the price
together with the fund initiator and
accompany them throughout the entire
fund launch process. Our dedicated
onboarding team then ensures that the
relevant steps, including engaging external
partners, are handled systematically so
that nothing stands in the way of a swift
fund launch.
The future relationship manager is also
involved in the onboarding process from
day one and acts as a long-term point of
contact for the customer for all concerns he
or she might have. A collaboration like this

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

Dirk Grosshans, Director Sales International

is also a living and breathing one, so it has
to constantly adapt to new circumstances.
Hence, the ability to have a quick and easy
ARE YOUR SERVICES AIMED AT BIG

KUNTZ: Or in other words: we guide our

PLAYERS AND SMALL INVESTMENT

customers along the entire fund value

BOUTIQUES EQUALLY?

chain and can take a neutral perspective

WHAT RESPONSIBILITIES DOES AN

KUNTZ: We create added value for every

when assessing who the ideal partners for

ONBOARDING MANAGER HAVE

one of our customers, no matter how big

their needs are. As UI fund specialists, we

EXACTLY?

or small. This also means we support all

also help to connect external partners.

BLUHM: The onboarding manager acts

sorts of asset managers – fund initiators

chat with a direct contact is a huge benefit.

as project manager and makes sure

with their own infrastructure as outsourced

IN LIGHT OF THAT, HOW DO YOU

everything goes according to plan. The

asset managers, or investment advisors

VIEW THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

first step is for our colleagues to prepare

who we offer individual, tailor-made service

ONBOARDING AND RELATIONSHIP

a project plan and launch date based on

packages to.

MANAGERS?

the customer’s requirements and our own

HOW CAN FUND INITIATORS BENEFIT
FROM THE NEUTRALITY OF YOUR
PLATFORM?
GROSSHANS: Our fund partners have a
decent amount of freedom when it comes
to their decisions, something that’s hard
to come by to such an extent elsewhere
on the market. Specifically, customers
have the option of being involved in the
process of selecting a suitable custodian,
for example. We’ve already connected with
all the important partners on the market
and help our customers pick out the best
providers for their needs.
But it’s not just providers of liability
umbrellas we work with. We also offer an
open approach that allows us to connect
additional sales platforms smoothly
and efficiently. Put simply: we have
our customers in mind when selecting
partners.
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Marcus Kuntz, Head of Asset Manager Solutions
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experiences in terms of internal and

and communication activity is always

external processes.

coordinated with the fund initiator to

Next, the onboarding manager,
together with the future relationship

make sure we’re all pulling in the same
direction at any point in time.

manager, leads the fund initiator
through the entire launch process

DO YOU ALSO TAKE CUSTOMERS

and coordinates the cooperation

UNDER YOUR WING WHEN IT COMES

with supervisory authorities, internal

TO ACTUAL SALES WORK?

parties like legal, or the custodian. Our

KUNTZ: For selected strategies, we

customers get regular updates to keep

actually take responsibility for marketing

them in the loop throughout.

and selling funds to umbrella funds,

In concrete terms, onboarding

wholesale channels and institutional
investors. As a Master KVG and the

all aspects of launching a fund. In recent

major player on the market, we have

years, we have specifically expanded

good contacts in target groups and are

this team of specialists in order to offer

also planning to expand our sales team

fund initiators a fast and smooth fund

significantly this year. We can also offer

launch. This allocation of roles ensures

our fund partners access to the quickest

that sales colleagues can focus on

growing online marketing platform

individual customer requirements, whilst

on the German market thanks to our

we look after the entire launch, including

collaboration with CAPinside.

connecting up all the partners.

ROBERT
BLUHM

Head of Product Management
Securities, Sustainability Officer

ESG used to be a niche area, but
today it’s a hot topic. According to

WHAT REQUIREMENTS DO FUNDS

a survey, two thirds of all investors

HOW LONG DOES AN AVERAGE FUND

HAVE TO FULFIL FOR YOU TO

consider it extremely important to

LAUNCH PROCESS TAKE?

HANDLE SALES AND MARKETING FOR

think about Environmental, Social

KUNTZ: If everything goes smoothly,

THEM AS WELL?

and Governance factors in terms

we can launch a fund in less than three

GROSSHANS: You can’t achieve focus

of both investments and fund

months. Of course, this also depends on

if you’re marketing a number of identical

concepts.

the type of fund and where the domicile

strategies – it just waters down your

of the fund in question is, but, generally

own marketing strategy. That’s why we

To reflect the importance of this

speaking, we’ve launched funds

focus on strategies that are based on

issue not just internally but also

within ten weeks using our systematic,

an unusual investment story, combined

on the customer side, Universal-

disciplined approach.

with a successful track record. Making

Investment has set up an ESG

this choice is where our expertise really

office that is tirelessly working on

BESIDES ADMINISTRATION, HOW

shines: as a leading German fund service

the subject and corresponding

ELSE CAN CUSTOMERS BENEFIT

platform, we know what investment

regulations and plays an active

FROM THE SERVICES OFFERED BY

topics institutional investors are

part in all sorts of working groups,

UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT?

interested in.

research projects and industry

KUNTZ: Fund initiators can also

associations.

benefit from our range of marketing

AND WHAT TOPICS WOULD THOSE

and PR services etc. We work with our

BE CURRENTLY?

“Sustainability is set to be critical

customers to prepare pre-launch press

KUNTZ: In Germany, multi asset

for fund initiators in terms of

releases, for example. Plus, our various

strategies are as popular as ever

marketing and sales,” says Robert

marketing activities like webinars,

amongst private investors. Institutional

Bluhm. “Today, we’re laying the

roadshows or joint appearances at

investors, however, tend to invest more

groundwork for our customers to

trade fairs and industry events give

in specific asset classes, meaning that

get the best possible customer

our customers and their funds a

instead of allocating everything to one

care in this area. Our team

space to present themselves. We also

large multi-asset pool, they concentrate

of experts are determined to

publish articles and interviews with our

on specific classes of sub-assets. A good

support fund initiators on their

customers on our website or via our

rule of thumb is that the more specialised

sustainable investments journey

social media outlets.

the asset manager, and the more

and to guide them through the

GROSSHANS: For us, it’s about

expertise he can offer in a specific asset

jungle of regulatory measures and

increasing the market visibility of our

class, the more promising the fund and

requirements.”

customers’ funds. Every marketing

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

involves a team of people looking after

marketing concept is. ■
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„We ensure
your white
label funds
are tradeable
worldwide”
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Do you want to sell your funds abroad as well?
With Universal-Investment’s specialists for
international distribution licences and commission
management, you’re in safe hands.

access to funds. In principle, however, it

Services, Eva Reiffenstein

makes sense to offer investors as many

knows what counts when

opportunities as possible to acquire funds

it comes to getting sales

and to make these tradable with banks and

approvals both in Germany and abroad

common trading platforms. We also make

– and how funds can successfully be

sure that as many investors as possible

prepared for distribution. In this interview,

have the opportunity to acquire shares in

she explains everything you need to

the fund of their choice.

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

A

s Head of Distribution Network

bear in mind when it comes to global
distribution licences, what fund partners

AND HOW DO YOU ACHIEVE THAT?

need to prepare for, and why Japan poses

We provide our fund initiators with advice

a particular challenge in this context.

and support. We coordinate the necessary
distribution agreements and take care of

COULD YOU TELL US WHICH TASKS

processing trailer fees. In doing so, we are

ARE HANDLED DISTRIBUTION

the link between the different parties. The

NETWORK SERVICES?

fact that we have access to a network of

The Distribution Network Services

more than 50 direct sales partners based

department is made up of two main

in eight countries is of course a huge

groups: Commission Management and

advantage.

International Fund Registration Services

So if a fund partner makes use of this

(IFRS). The former makes sure that

service from Universal-Investment, we take

mutual funds are tradable with banks and

care of making their funds tradable with

platforms – e.g. making sure that trailer

their selected banks and platforms. We can

fees are flowing and that sales agreements

offer our fund partners targeted support

have been concluded correctly.

thanks to our many years of experience.

IFRS, on the other hand, is responsible
for global distribution licences of white

As a result, our partners can focus on their
core activities, such as fund management.

label funds. The Group handles the
management and implementation of all the

HOW MUCH CAN FUND INITIATORS

relevant supervisory requirements in each

BENEFIT FROM COLLABORATING WITH

country where the funds are going to be

YOUR TEAM?

approved for sale.

We see ourselves as the link between
fund initiators, banks and platforms. For an

WHAT BENEFITS DO FUND

individual fund initiator or asset manager,

INITIATORS GET FROM COMMISSION

establishing contacts with all platforms

MANAGEMENT?

or banks, concluding the individual

There are several ways of giving investors

agreements, processing cashflows – all

17
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of this takes a lot of time and effort. We

WHICH OBLIGATIONS COME TO MIND

to be met before a mutual fund gets a sales

are more than happy to take on these

OFF THE TOP OF YOUR HEAD?

licence in certain countries. There are 23

tasks on behalf of our fund partners. Plus,

In Europe, we’re essentially talking about

countries, mostly in Europe, that we can

all sales partners have to be provided

the regulator-to-regulator process here.

manage completely autonomously.

with all legal documents, like KIIDs, sales

What that means is that we submit notices

prospectuses, annual and interim financial

of approval to supervisory authorities, like

need support. Sometimes it’s also the case

statements, and target market data

the BaFin or CSSF. They then review the

that a specific country’s supervisory authority

regularly – and we’re happy to take on

documents within ten working days before

requires an official seal to be permitted to

these responsibilities too.

getting in touch with the supervisory

license a fund in their country, which in turn

authority in the target country.

requires that we engage an external partner.

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

YOU’VE MENTIONED THAT YOU ALSO

It varies from country to country as to

For South America or parts of Asia, we still

We may also have to look for local legal

HELP CUSTOMERS OBTAIN GLOBAL

whether you need a local representative

counsel or engage a consulting partner.

DISTRIBUTION LICENCES. WHAT

and/or paying agent in the target country.

And when it comes to regional outliers,

EXACTLY DOES THE REGISTRATION

If we want to get approval for a fund in

like Japan, we also work with third-party

PROCESS LOOK LIKE, STEP-BY-STEP?

Italy, for example, we need to have a local

providers – specifically for getting the fund

First, the client reaches out to his

paying agent in the country. Connecting

documents translated.

relationship or onboarding manager.

with the paying agent in Italy is generally

From there, the request is handed over

a lengthy process because you have to

to the IFRS team where it’s processed

conclude elaborate contracts with SLAs.

accordingly. Specifically, my colleagues

So clearly, we can take a lot of work off our

conclude a service agreement with the

fund initiators’ and asset managers’ hands

asset manager that takes account of their

by handling registration services.

work and also all of the obligations that
might need to be addressed with external

IS THERE A COUNTRY WHERE THE

partners.

ISSUE OF SALES APPROVAL IS
PARTICULARLY TRICKY?
Japan, without a doubt. The documents
you need are really varied, and everything
has to go through a Japanese solicitor.
Plus, any retroactive amendment you make

“We see
ourselves as
the link between
fund initiators,
banks and
platforms.”
Eva Reiffenstein
Head of Distribution Network Services

to fund prospectuses has to be witnessed
by a notary. On top of that, unlike lots of
other countries where English is perfectly
fine, for Japan everything has to be

TO SUM IT UP: WHAT ARE THE

translated into Japanese. In other words,

SPECIFIC FEATURES OF UNIVERSAL-

the annual running costs for approvals in

INVESTMENT’S DISTRIBUTION

Japan are quite high.

NETWORK SERVICES?
In terms of commission management, it’s

WHAT COUNTRIES ARE CURRENTLY

our international distribution network.

POPULAR?

We also use our many years of expertise

The most popular countries are actually

to assist and advise our fund initiators.

still the DACH region (Germany, Austria,

Additionally, we offer outstanding

Switzerland) and Luxembourg. International

sales reporting and a smooth trailer fee

asset managers prefer the Southern

payment process using super-flexible and

European countries, meaning France, Italy

sophisticated software.

and Spain. The UK is also on the up. In

Regarding IFRS, I’d say our in-house

the meantime, we also receive occasional

competence is our biggest USP. We have

inquiries for countries like Chile and Peru.

really experienced professionals here,
which make global distribution licensing

WHAT DOES YOUR APPROACH LOOK

run really smoothly – especially since we

LIKE WHEN IT COMES TO NON-EU

also take care of tax topics at the same

COUNTRIES?

time. You get full distribution support under

We generally use our internal company

one roof. We consider ourselves the “door

database to check what requirements have

18
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FOCUS ON:

You want to sell your
funds globally?
Universal-Investment
has got you covered.

W

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

Fund
Registration
Services
ith the Fund
Registration Services
Team, UniversalInvestment makes sure

that sales of funds aren’t necessarily
limited to a fund’s home market. After
all, our fund service platform’s product
range includes global distribution
licences too.
Opening up new markets requires
a wealth of expertise and strong
partnerships with local sales partners
on the ground. While global distribution
licences for OGAW funds are managed
inhouse by the Fund Registration Services
Team, for more complex supervisory
issues, especially in the areas of special
funds (AIFs), Universal-Investment
collaborates with renowned consultancies
that focus on the international scene.
They cover a wide range of services
and help funds to get their initial approval,
and to manage the maintenance and
withdrawals of distribution licences.
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SCOPE OF SERVICE
EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF

translations of key investor information

authority here in Germany. The German

Universal-Investment offers clients quick

documents (KIIDs) and also takes care of

supervisory authority generally reviews

and easy access to markets in their target

the translation of sales prospectuses, and

and confirms the distribution licence within

countries. Customers can particularly

annual and interim financial statements.

ten working days. Customers are then

benefit from our extensive network of

While documents can generally be

informed of whether their approval has

established partners.

submitted in English and, in the German-

been granted.

We provide management and advisory

speaking region, in German, other

services throughout the entire life cycle of

countries require translations into the

a global distribution licence – starting with

national language.

MANAGEMENT

the registration process and the day-to-day

Selling funds internationally requires

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

management of the approval, all the way

more than just constantly adapting and

to withdrawing and ending distribution

NOTIFICATION PROCESS

preparing fund documents – it also

licences. Customers also have access to

Universal-Investment handles the entire

requires monitoring legal requirements

a team of tax experts in case of questions

notification process. After thoroughly

and publication obligations in the relevant

relating to tax affairs or tax requirements in

examining the requirements for the

target countries.

their target countries.

notification of sale in the desired target

Here, Universal-Investment takes

country, Universal-Investment concludes a

care of maintaining distribution

contract with the fund partner and initiates

licences and ensures that national laws

DOCUMENTS

the translation of the necessary fund

and regulations are complied with.

To request distribution licences at

documents.

Depending on the country, there might

overseas supervisory authorities different

Next, we connect any potential partners

be additional requirements, such as

documents in various languages are

and prepare and submit the distribution

the presence of a paying agent or a

required. Universal-Investment arranges

licence notification to the supervisory

representative.

RANGE OF COUNTRIES
Universal-Investment supports customers
regarding sales activities across
the globe. Besides Europe and Asia,

Denmark

the company is also active in South
America and has already tapped into the

Sweden

following countries:
Norway
Finland

UK
Ireland

Czech Republic

Netherlands

Germany
Austria

France
Luxembourg

Japan

Peru
Chile

Portugal
Spain
Switzerland
Liechtenstein

Israel
Hong Kong
Italy
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FOCUS ON:

Commission
Management

are the active link between customers,
sales partners and custodians for
everything relating to processing and
ordering.

FUND DOCUMENTS
Just like the information leaflet in a box
of medication, legal documents, such
as KIIDs, are part and parcel of a fund.
The constantly growing number of sales
partners meant it was no longer efficient
out ourselves. That’s why these days FE

he goal of Universal-

why Universal-Investment offers a quick

fundinfo, a specialist service provider,

Investment’s commission

and easy access to more than 50 direct

delivers all fund-related data and

management team is to make

distribution partners headquartered in

documents to distribution partners. All at

funds tradable with banks and

eight countries. Including multipliers

no extra cost to our fund initiators.

platforms. The group also makes sure all

our sales network includes more than

trailer fee processes work properly. In

1,100 partners.

the words of Eva Reiffenstein, Head of

This means that customers can lower

Distribution Network Services: “Listing

their sales costs, at the same time minimise

In general, fund partners can benefit from

our customers’ funds on trading platforms

the risk of double payments and benefit

individually designed calculation and

is crucial for distribution.”

in a number of ways from multilateral

mapping methods, such as scaling and

distribution agreements.

splitting models, when calculating sales

Generally speaking, the administration
of complex national and international

COMMISSION CALCULATION:

follow-up provisions.

distribution contracts and global

Trailer fees are calculated based

agreements and preparing quarterly

SALES NETWORK

on flexible and sophisticated software

commission statements and their

Universal-Investment also takes care of

that takes into account market effects.

accompanying distribution reports are

negotiating, reviewing and concluding

Universal-Investment is also responsible

some of the most labour-intensive jobs in

national and international distribution

for the drafting and distribution of trailer

the investment business.

contracts and global agreements. If you

fee credits and payments to distribution

value having specific sales partners,

partners.

Universal-Investment has been a

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

T

for Universal-Investment to send these

specialist in these areas for years and

then you’ve come to the right place here

knows what matters when it comes

at Universal-Investment. If our detailed

the corresponding reimbursements for

to commission management. Our

analysis of your desired partners produces

umbrella funds and takes care of preparing

comprehensive and individual fee

a positive result, we take care of the

and sending out reimbursement credit

management and sales controlling

contractual connection.

notes and transferring reimbursements

solutions are just some of the benefits

The fund service platform also calculates

directly to the umbrella fund.

our customers can enjoy.
COORDINATION
In order to make working with custodians,

SALES REPORTING

distribution partners and fund partners as

Universal-Investment sends out an

easy as possible, Universal-Investment

accurate overview of what commissions

makes sure to continuously deliver national

have been paid and what volumes have

and international distribution partners

been traded every quarter. That way,

DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENTS

with up-to-date clearing, settlement and

customers get detailed and helpful insights

Drawing up distribution agreements

depositary bank data, order information

into their sales.

with banks and platforms both in the

and master fund data.

SCOPE OF SERVICE

German-speaking region and beyond

But Universal-Investment’s role isn’t

is costly and time-consuming. That’s

limited to just being a point of contact. We

With a web-based tool, customers also
get a simple overview of their inventory
data and transaction channels. ■
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Marketing and
sales go hand
in hand
FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

U

niversal-Investment puts

The entire activity is organised by the

an important building block in Universal-

clients and their funds in the

Universal-Investment team.

Investment’s digitalisation and innovation

spotlight. Marketing and PR
campaigns with competent

■ ChampionsNews: A digital newsletter

initiators can establish strategic online

partners target a broad network of

name says it all: the newsletter

marketing campaigns, thereby raising

investors and open up opportunities for

presents Champions from amongst

awareness specifically amongst their

fund initiators and asset managers to

the investment boutiques and asset

target groups and generating qualified

also sell their funds externally or to make

managers on our fund platform.

leads for sales activities.

sensible additions to their own marketing

ChampionsNews also offers an

activities.

overview of the latest white label funds,

becoming ever more vital for the funds

plus up-to-date market analyses and

industry as a way of reaching investors

relevant industry events.

digitally and accurately. Sales channels

Universal-Investment has a wide
portfolio of marketing and PR activities for
making sure your funds are highly visible

■ Holistic marketing: Universal-

Digital formats and offerings are

for asset managers and fund initiators

within the relevant target groups. Target

Investment also takes care of cultivating

are increasingly moving towards online

groups vary depending on the activity but

individual marketing concepts,

platform offerings. The most obvious

generally range from IFAs to institutional

including media corporations, PR work,

benefits here are precise target

investors. Universal-Investment has

event marketing and roadshows.

groups and segmentation by needs,

strategically built up and fostered these

■ Active sales for selected fund

measurability, 24/7 availability and a

contacts for decades. That means

partners: Joining forces with our Fund

fund initiators benefit from Universal-

Distribution team, we open up new

Investment’s many years of experience

investor groups in Germany, Austria and

has around 40 employees. With over

and broad network when it comes to

Switzerland. Our distribution team is

23,000 registered and active investment

marketing and PR, too.

responsible for selling white label funds

professionals, CAPinside is the fastest

in the B2B segment.

growing online community for digital

Our marketing activities are geared
towards marketing white label funds. The

CAPINSIDE – ONE-STOP SHOP FOR

has toured Germany every year since

FUND INITIATORS AND INVESTORS

2012, gives many asset managers the

In 2020, Universal-Investment acquired

opportunity to present their products and

CAPinside. This Fintech, based in

investment style to potential investors.

Hamburg, connects high-quality direct

CUSTOMERS CAN BENEFIT FROM

managers on an information platform.

OPPORTUNITIES, SUCH AS:

CAPinside has grown to become a relevant

■ ChampionsCalls: These web

digital source of information within these

conferences give fund initiators the

target groups when it comes to investment

chance to present their strategies

trends and product selection.

to lots of investors at the same time.

reduction in costs.
CAPinside was founded in 2018 and

communication on investment funds in the

“UI-ChampionsTour”, for example, that

investors with fund initiators and asset
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campaign. Through CAPinside, fund

for marketing fund concepts. The

The acquisition of CAPinside represents

German-speaking region. ■
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Fund distribution:
Door opener to the
European market
REALITY CHECK

in Europe is also testament to Aktia’s

platform in the German-

How does Universal-Investment’s fund

excellent track record. The asset manager

speaking region, Universal-

distribution concept work in practice?

has an extraordinarily compelling

Investment has a vast

Aktia Asset Management is a prime

investment story that really stands out

network. Fund boutiques with exciting

example of a successful and effective

from the crowd. Aktia managed to position

and extraordinary investment approaches

collaboration. Thanks to a high level of

itself very well within its peer group.

but without a sales network in the DACH

expertise when it comes to emerging

region can benefit especially from this

market bonds, the Finnish fund manager

International Sales at Aktia, is full of

network.

has already enjoyed great success

praise when it comes to the collaboration

in Scandinavia. Four years ago Aktia

with Universal-Investment’s sales

fund distribution team are in close contact

established a strategic partnership with

team that ensured the process was

with institutional investors, umbrella

Universal-Investment in order to make this

“refreshingly smooth”.

fund managers, banks, family offices,

expertise accessible to investors in the

asset managers, platforms, broker pools,

German-speaking region as well.

Experienced sales experts from our

insurance providers and consultants –
ensuring exclusive access to investors for
selected fund products.
Universal-Investment offers clearly
defined, easy-to-understand investment
concepts in the form of portfolio building
blocks which fit into existing investment
structures. The fund distribution team
ensures a steady flow of information and
is in close, regular dialogue with potential
investors.
Universal-Investment also organises
events and roadshows for fund initiators

Markus Lindqvist, Director, ESG &

“We felt we were getting the best
treatment during the entire distribution
process ,” says Lindqvist. “The Universal-

“There was not a single
moment during the

entire sales process

where we didn‘t feel
we were getting the

best treatment”

Markus Lindqvist, Director, ESG &
International Sales bei Aktia

that are geared towards specific target

Investment team really did a great job
– we have absolutely no complaints.
Before we began this partnership, we
had no sales activities in our target
market, meaning that, when it came
to our funds, brand awareness was
basically non-existent. Today, thanks to
Universal-Investment, we also have a
good presence outside of our Nordics
homemarket.”
Within this partnership, Aktia will
continue to sell its funds in Scandinavia,
whilst Universal-Investment looks after

groups who already have a distribution
agreement in place.

sales activities in the DACH region.
The objective was for a family of Aktia

Universal-Investment has also

We complement our repertoire with

funds to be sold across Europe, especially

benefitted from working with Aktia.

services like mailings or by publishing

in the DACH region. These funds, that had

Not only does Aktia represent a

sales documents on the fund service

already proven hugely popular in Finland,

valuable addition to the ever-growing

platform’s numerous digital channels.

were finally launched in Luxembourg

fund service platform, it has also

At Universal-Investment, selected fund

in November 2017 and were very well

complemented the distribution offering

boutiques get sales and marketing

received by investors.

by adding a top-class strategy for

services all under one roof.

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

A

s the largest fund service

The successful sale of these funds

emerging and frontier market bonds. ■
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1

ONE PLATFORM
FOR ALL FUND SERVICES

FUND-SERVICES.UNIVERSAL-INVESTMENT.COM

Universal-Investment is the largest independent fund service platform
for all asset classes in the German-speaking region, with affiliated
companies and participations in Germany, Luxembourg, Poland, Austria
and Ireland. The company has been a pioneer of the investment industry
for over 50 years.

€667

Over 800

billion of assets
under management1

employees

■ Institutional products

(UCITS, SICAV, Special AIFs, SCS, etc.):

As a full-service provider,
the added value UniversalInvestment generates for
customers is clear:

1.

Locations in:

Dublin

Frankfurt

Krakow

Luxembourg

2.

Investors benefit from working

with 400 asset managers
and 35 custodians

€407 billion
■ Retail:
€51 billion

worldwide – an offer that is
unique in Germany.

10 employees =

Over 100
employees in

customer service

■ Additional services

(insourcing, direct investments, etc.):

€209 billion
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of neutrality and independence

With more than

of industry experience

funds and structures1

Institutional:

Over 50 years

1,000 years

1,892
Retail:

3.

711
1,181

100%

1 AS OF END OF MARCH 2021
ICONS CREATED BY ANTHONY LEDOUX AND OKSANA LATYSHEVA FROM THE NOUN PROJECT
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investors. This publication is for information purposes only. The information provided should not be taken as recommendation or advice. All information is based
on publicly available sources which we consider to be reliable. We cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information, and no statement in this
publication is to be understood as such a guarantee. The opinions expressed in this publication are subject to change without notice. Information on historical
performance do not allow conclusions about or otherwise guarantee future performance. The sole basis for the acquisition of units is the Fund documentation for
the respective investment fund, which is available free of charge at Universal-Investment and in the Internet at www.universal-investment.com.
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The stage is
set for your
white label funds

We are more than simply the biggest independent fund service platform in the German speaking region:
Benefit from more than 50 years‘ experience in launching white label funds, more than 800 employees
and more than 670 billion euros of assets under administration.
We are your expert partner for all fund services. Whether your success story has only just begun or
whether you have successfully completed the first chapters - we set the stage to make sure that you
and your funds stand out from the competition.
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